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Melissa “Missy” Lingo teachs learn to skate classes at Town
and Country Skateworld in Tampa, FL. She recommends that
skating center operators work with coaches to make learn-toskate classes fun and energetic allowing operators to build
their skating business.

Give your skating business a
boost with learn-to-skate classes
By Melissa Lingo

o you often ask yourself, how can I improve
my business? How can I get new skaters into
my building? How can I sell more skates and
get more birthday parties? Skating classes can do just
that with the right coach, a good structure and a great
relationship between the skating center operator and
coach.
One question: When is the last time you watched the
skating classes in your facility? Treat them just like any
other session. Most of the time this is your customers’
first impression. Ask yourself about their front-door
and skate room experience. Is the class organized and
fun?
Classes people enjoy most and come back to, are
the ones where the teachers are fun, energetic and
engaging. For most parents, it is all about how much
fun their kids have and do they get to exercise and
interact with other kids their age. Most parents don’t
ask about certification, how long they have been
teaching or, if in skating terms, how many National

Skating class
coaches should be fun,
energetic, patient and
able to control a busy
class. If you’re having
trouble finding a
skating coach consider
training your best
DJ, hostess or floor
guard...Find someone
who is interested in
teaching classes for
recreation and to build
relationships and your
classes will be more
successful.
or World Champions they have.
At this level it is all about fun and
entertainment. We all talk about
the differences in skating today
verses “the good old days.” If
our industry keeps doing the same
things we will get the same results.
It is time to change our approach.
Skating class teachers should
be fun, energetic, patient and able
to control a busy class. If you’re
having trouble finding a skating
teacher consider training your
best DJ, hostess, or floor guard.
Find someone who is interested in
teaching classes for recreation and
to build relationships, and your
classes will be more successful.
Remember that parents today are
overwhelmed with jobs, school
activities and other sports. If they
feel that skating classes are another
financial and time commitment,
they will run out the door. One
more thing, if possible never
cancel classes. Don’t give them the

SRSTA coach Melissa Lingo suggests attending a Gymboree class and
incorporating the same ideas, such as using fun, young, enthusiastic coaches, into
your learn-to-skate programs.

opportunity to find some other
fun activity to do on class day. I
promise you will lose them.
Finding the class structure
that works for your facility and
market might take some time and
willingness to try new things. Keep
it simple and give them a value for
their money. If Saturdays are not
growing, try to have a class during
the week. Ninety percent of new
class skaters come to learn how
to skate before or after some big
skating event such as a birthday
or school skating party. With that
in mind, keep the first couple of
classes limited to a few basic skills
and some fun tricks. Instead of
calling your first class a “beginner
class” try “basic” or “learn-to-skate
class.” Some kids stay away from
a class called “beginner” because
they feel they already know how
to skate. Classes should be fast
paced with students never standing
on the wall too long, be a good

workout, and most importantly—
fun. If possible use a microphone
or be loud enough for all of the
parents to hear your class. Today’s
parents want to know exactly what
you are teaching. Let parents be
involved in your class. Remember
that for most parents this is an
opportunity to spend with their
children, so most want to be
involved. Teachers need to be able
to read between the lines or ask
whether the parent wants to come
out onto the floor for the class.
Most learn-to-skate classes teach:
falling and getting up, rolling and
turtle tuck. Many coaches conduct
graduation in front of the whole
class. Example: make them skate a
half lap around the floor and one
by one give them their certificate
of graduation and a high five.
As soon as a skater can march
and semi-roll, graduate them to
the next class. Don’t be afraid to
graduate skaters at every class even

if it is their first time.
For the next two levels of class
a great tool is the Super Skater
Program.
Super Skater I requirements:
stopping, marching through 10
cones, going under the limbo
bar (turtle tuck), balancing and
crossovers. Make sure to have
specific skills they need to have
before they can graduate. This
helps parents understand what is
required for graduation. By using
these requirements skaters will
graduate faster, feel a sense of
accomplishment and be excited to
learn more tricks.
Super Skater II requirements:
backward scissors, 180 jump,
two foot spin, six or more
consecutive crossovers, race
(two laps in 45 seconds) and a
hockey skill. They must be able
to do 5 of the 6 skills. Every
three to four months try to run a

test center for graduations. Make
it a special day and a big event.
After this class is the best
opportunity to help skaters make
the transition, if interested, into
some skating discipline. They have
now been exposed to artistic, speed
and hockey skating.
Last and most important is the
relationship between the skating
center operator and coach. Would
you ever go more than a couple
of days without speaking to your
sales staff about upcoming events,
issues or strategies? Skating center
operators and coaches should
meet as often as possible to map
out a plan to create new interest,
touch base about new skate
products for class skaters and plan
upcoming class and skating center
events. Some great opportunities
for coaches and operators to
work together to promote their
businesses are: holiday ideas, The

Great American Teach-In, school
and community trade shows, Girl
and Boy Scout events and test
centers. Think outside the box
as you plan events and ways to
promote your classes. Change
it up and keep your events
interesting and fresh. My new
favorite quote is, “You’ll never fail
until you quit trying.”
Food for thought: Nothing will
make a dad run out of the building
faster than teaching boys to skate
like figure skaters. Try to keep it to
a recreational level until they show
interest.

